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Trash

By LOUIS CASSELS
UPI Senior Editor
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The trash
which piles up in American cities at a
rate of 200 million tons a year can
become an economic asset instead of
a costly liability.
This fact, long ago discovered by
European cities, is at last gaining
widespread recognition in the United
States.
And that's good news for
taxpayers, for all concerned about
this reckless speed with which we are
depleting our natural resources and
for those who hate to see an
ever-growing portion of our land
covered with unsightly refuse dumps.
The collection and disposal of
solid wastes is one of the more
expensive chores performed by the
modern municipality. Altogether
American cities are spending
upwards of $4 billion a year on this
one function.
Included in our mountains of
trash are many types of materials including glass (from bottles),
aluminum (from cans) and cellulose
(from paper)- that can be reclaimed
and reused.
This "recycling" of refuse, as
technicians call it, can sharply reduce
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the cost of trash handling and may
even enable cities to begin making a
profit from the operation.
Moreover, it will relieve the drain
on our mines and forests resulting
from our profligate habit of using a
material once and then throwing it
away.
Glass bottles, for example, when
pulverized, may be used either as a
raw material for making more glass,
or mixed with asphalt and used as a
paving material.
The alumninum in cans can be
melted down and reused.
Paper ·- which constituted about
SO percent of all urban trash - can
be processed into fertilizer or burned
in special incinerators as fuel for
electric power generating stations.
Many cities in the Netherlands are
now making agricultural fertilizer
from converted wastes. Refuse
burning power plants are in
operation in France, Germany,
Sweden and Denmark.
In the United States, Chicago and
Atlanta recently have installed large
scale plants for separation and
recycling of trash. Other cities are
preparing to follow suit.
To encourage the trend, Congress
last year enacted the "1·esource
recovery act of 1970" which
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authorizes $460 million in federal
grants to help cities devise less
wasteful means of handling waste.
One American firm, the
Combustion Power Co., is developing
a unit that will consume 400 tons of
garbage a day, and from it produce
enough electricity to supply the
needs of about 25,000 persons.
In Brooklyn, another private
company called Ecology, Inc., is
operating a plant which "digests"
trash and turns it into a crumbly
powder which makes an excellent
vehicle for chemical fertilizers Its
officials think they can do this at a
profit, purely as a commercial
operation.
The recycling movement also
could be the answer to the problem
of what to do about ugly graveyards
of junked automobiles now
burdening the American landscape.
The Automobile Manufacturers
Assn. reports nine million cars were
dismantled and converted into
useable steel scrap in 1968. Since
only eight million cars were junked
that year, we seem to have taken a
modest bite out of the huge backlog
that accumulated during the years
when U.S. industry couldn't be
bothered with reclaiming steel for
reuse. Now that really is progress.
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Pre-Registration Will Begin After Break
Students Should Receive Information by Mail

By EVERETT ROBINSON
With the spring recess just
around the corner, few
students are thinking about fall
classes, let alone registration.
But when students return
from break, they'll find a
packet of registration materials
in their mailboxes. That is, if
everything goes as planned.
This packet will contain
directions, a class schedule, a
course · request card and a
return envelope to mail the
material back to the records
office.
Assistant Registrar Robert
Weaver, the man in charge of
UNM's new pre-registration
scheme, has shuffled his time
table to compensate for spring
tecess. Weaver had originally
planned to mail the packets by
April 7. But this was delayed a
week so "dorm residents would
have an equal chance to turn in
the forms early."
Weaver considers April 15 to
May 1 as the formal
pre-registration period. He said
this will allow students to
confer with advisors, where
desired, before returning their
course·request cards.
Student Responsibility
"We are emphasizing the

' ... And This 1 Do Willingly For My Country's Good!'

Headline Offensive
To the Editor:
This letter is in reference to an
article appearing on page five of the
March 29 Lobo. The article
concerned the Japanese offer to buy
the SST. The headline used, and the
term "Japs" which is the subject of
this letter.
The use of the term "Jap" has
.b
..,.
shown that Thf' Lobo has either:
"'
.Q
1) Made an inadvertant error.
0
2) Shown itself to be racist in
..0
~
using such a term.
3) Shown itself to be ignorant of
the fact that the proper term used by
the news media today is Japanese.
4) Shown itself to be lazy in that
the staff didn't take the time to spell percent token representation in the as "Free China" in an attempt to
out the proper title (the space congressional bodies: 32 out of 1448 contrast his regime with an unfree
in the National Assembly which China under Mao's control. But, this
problem is no excuse).
5) Shown a combination of elects the president and vice is an empty rhetoric and abuse of
president, 17 out of 447 in the terminology, for Formosa is not
numbers two through five.
The term "Jap" arose after the Legislative Yuan and six out of 74 in China, nor is it free.
Finally, may I point out that
bombing of Pearl Harbor in 1941. the Control Yuan, which is
empowered
to
censure
and
impeach
Chiang
Ching-kuo, heir-apparent of
The term was used to incite race
Chiang, spent his formative years in
hatred into the American people key presidential appointments.
Does it represent ~e people of Russia, was educated in Russian and
who were at war with Japan at the
China? The answer is crystally, married a Russian wife. He is the
time.
The war, though, has been over clearly no. The fact is that, for more only avowed Communist in Formosa
for 26 years and Japan is now one of than 20 years, Chiang has never set who has not renounced his
the United States's strongest allies. foot on China over which he claims communist membership and
This present day and age is not the jurisdiction. His control over affiliation.
time to again try and revive the term. Formosa is primarily based on the
Rong C. Chen
Asst. Prof. of Political
Although I am an American use of a vast network of secret
Science at NSU, Louisiana
citizen I am still of Japanese blood police, physical and mental torture
of
political
prisoners
reminiscent
of
and I hate to see this most
Questions Calley Verdict
derogatory and unneeded term used the Stalinistic techniques of the
again in this manner which shows 1930's, his stringent censorship of To the Editor:
contempt for the Japanese people. the press and mail inspection under
As a Vietnam veteran, I watched
My only hope is that The Lobo has the political security bureau, his use the trial of Lt. William Calley with
inadvertantly made an error in their of more than 25 years, now still special interest.
usage of the term "Jap" and is effective, of martial law, the longest
While there is no doubt that many
willing to try and avoid the same in one in the world history of people died at My Lai, I question
totalitarian dictatorships including whether Calley alone should be
the future.
Ronni Shibata the Hitler, Mussolini and Stalin named responsible for it. It appears
regimes, and his refusal to allow as if he has been made a scapegoat to
elections for national legislators - all soothe the conscience of the equally
Formosa Politics
these
devices, among other guilty brass hats higher up. I
To the Editor:
A would be "native Taiwanese" totalitarian methods add to his question whether Calley could go
group grotesquely misrepresented facetious claim that his regime is the into the village of My Lai, line up the
the entire political situation in legal government of China ..
inhabitants and methodically kill
The government in Formosa is of them - all by himself.
Formosa in their letter to the editor.
Chiang Kai-shek's government the Chiang Kai-sheks, by the Chiang
The charge of premeditated
does not represent the people of Kai-sheks and for the Chiang murder, for which Calley has been
Formosa, partially because the 85 Kai-sheks.
convicted, seems to be a misnomer.
Chiang and his political protege The army sent Calley to Vietnam
percent majority of native
Formosans are allowed only a three often politically advertised Formosa after training him to kill. Only after
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student's responsibility in this
matter. He must think out his
academic requirements before
submitting course requests,
since no 'drops' or 'adds' will
be possible until classes begin
Aug. 30." Students should
make sure pre-requisites, where
required, are met before
requesting a class. Mistakes
may hinder completion of the
registration process.
Even before the packets
have been mailed, many
department chairmen have
voiced opposition to
University · wide early signup.
The whole idea of
pre-registration is to determine
student demand for a course,
then make adjustments to fit
the demand.
Priority
Weaver described the
problem this way. "Under mass
registration," which has been
used at UNM for the past
quarter century, "we didn't
know how many students were
coming back. This immediately
creates problems. But under
pre-registration, we will be
identifying, at an earlier time,
the demand for certain courses.
This will hopefully allow the
departments to make realistic

adjustments in their course
offerings."
Several chairmen have
expressed fears that majors or
minors would not have priority
for enrolling in required
classes.
Weaver said priority will be
given to seniors, then graduate
students, juniors, sophomores
and freshmen. "Within each
group, priority will be given on
a first · come, first · served
basis." No discrimination will
be made as to whether the class
is required or an elective for
the student.
Opposition has also risen
from departments which are
overcrowded
and
under-staffed. The typical cry
is "we just can't handle any
more students."
Under Weaver's plan, data
processing will furnish each
department with a course demand list in early May. The
department chairman will
review this list, adjusting class
loads among his staff as much
as possible.
If additional staff is needed
to handle student - requested
sections, the chairman may ask
the academic vice president for
more funds. Weaver told The
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Lobo these requests will be
granted as budget limitations
and availability of qualified
instructors permit. He predicts
most staff adjustments will be
accomplished by the spring
semester.
Mail Back
Students should fill out the
registration material as soon as
possible. Weaver urges students
to mail in their forms. The idea
behind pre-registration is to
eliminate long lines. "But the
spectre of eight or nine
thousand students trying to
stand in line in the
administration building"
(Scholes Hall) haunts
administrators responsible for
the program.
"As the material is returned
to the records office," said
Weaver, "we will check it for
time conflicts, overloads
(students may not pre-register
for more than 20 hours - this
must be done during
"drop-add" period) and
legibility. Then the forms will
be computed by data
processing."
Early in May, departments
will receive course - demand
lists. After adjustments are
made, data processing will

schedule students in classes,
mailing
schedule
confirmations, billing, personal
data forms and a cashier
payment record to students
between June 15 and July 1.
The personal data form will
replace 10 IBM cards which
students formerly had to fill
out.
Orientations
New students have already
begun processing. By mid-April
freshmen and undergraduate
transfer students will be invited
to participate in one of a
dozen, two·day orientation
sessions. These are scheduled
from mid·June to the end of
July. Re·admitted and new
graduate students will
pre·register by mail,
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Latecomers, admitted after
July 1, or new students who
did
not
complete
pre-registration, will begin
processing Aug. 26 and should
complete it by Aug. 28.
Students will be notified as
to how and where to pick up
parking permits, ID's and
athletic activity cards between
the time classes begin and the
first home football game.
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Gym Recreation 1\rogram
Might Be Ctit Wednesday

- .. .

the public found out about My Lai
was he brought to trial for following
orders.
I wonder how many soldiers in
Vietnam are going to be willing to
follow orders after seeing what
happens when the brass hats need a
scapegoat.
Craig Stiniker
P<'ssible Closing

Wisdom
To the Editor:
The Speaker's Committee showed
originality and wisdom in their
choice of the Palestine problem as
presented by Rabi (sic) Elmer
Berger.
The misconception that a Jew
who speaks against the Israeli
position in the mid-East gets more
attention than he deserves has no
basis. Just how many Elmer Bergers,
or Arabs, for that matter, have we
had to tell the other side of the
problem?
To put it more bluntly, we are
snowed and perhaps brainwashed by
the flood of pro-Israeli propaganda
that is carried by the major TV and
radio networks, not to mention the
constant pressure at every level of
society to promote the cause of
Zionism and raise money for it
through the sale of Israeli bonds.
We have about five million
spokesmen for the Israeli cause in
this country, so certainly it is only
sportsmanlike to let the other side
have a chance to be heard.
Husan Bachman

Johnson Gym may be closed to recreation programs for faculty,
staff and students who use the gym in the evenings and during the
weekends because of lack of funds. Facilities included in the closing
are the weight room, handball courts and the pool.

VVAW to Try Third Surrender
The Albuquerque chapter of
Vietnam Veterans Against the War
(VVAW) announced Thursday
night members. will try to
surrender themselves to Sandia
Base Provost Marshall D. G.
Bevins today for war crimes they
committed in Vietnam.
VVAW is taking the actio11 in
protest of Lt. Willian Calley's
conviction for the murder of 22
South Vietnamese civilians.
The provost marshall will be
the third law enforcement official
VVAW members have approached
in th~ir attempts to be arrested
for wnr crimes. Both the
Albuquerque City Police and U.S.
Attornl'y Victor R. Ortega rel'us<'d
to arrest the surrcndct•ing veterans
last week.
Plans for the sm·render lo tht~

Albuquerque housewife Shiela
Perrin in protest of Calley's
conviction.
Also at the meeting were Ernest
Wheaton and John L. Martinez,
department commander and
department adjutant of the
American Legion and Dwayne
Poteet, chairman of the Ernest
Medina Legal Defense Fund.
Poteet told some 50 people
from various groups at the
meeting that the Medina Legal
Defense Fund, previously neutral
on the Vietnam war, "will assi:;t
all groups here tonight in tht!ir
efforts to bring about an orderly
withdtawal from Vietnam."
VV A W representatives said
they would join Potrct in tryi11g
to stop lhl' w:n, but the American
T,.. ~~;n•1 l'''tli'(h,t\n I~1 thT:~ rl!d 1i 'l~

Calley, one drawn by Perrin and
one by the American Legion were
circulated at the meeting.
The Legion petition called for
the release of Calley because his
trial and sentencing had done
"in calculable damage to the
national welfare and our pride in
out· servicemen."
.
Perri11's petition declared
" ... we, as citizens of the country
must accept much of the
respo11sibility for all deaths
attributed directly and indirectly
to American combat activities in
Southeast Asia."
President Nixon said Saturday
he will review the Calley decision
after it has gone throu!{h ihe
regular legal appeal channels
provided in the Uniform Code of
Military Justice. Nixon previously

11t tl11· ""d iu\dJ fj,,lu!.t.v Inn a1 ·'''
:td }l,,~. 111fl( linn l,.,~.t1 1,,,
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department knows under that
situation they would not have
cmough money to last the rest of
the year. That's why they have
apparently decided to close the
gym to non-scheduled activities
for the rest of the year," Heady
said.
"If we open all the doors, we'd
lose control over who was in the
gym (which is open for use by
UNM faculty, staff and students
only)," said L. R. Burley, physical
education assistant chairman.
Burley added the closing will
not affect noon recreational
programs or faculty-staff early
morning and late night programs
for which participants pay extra.
Heady said a meeting will be
scheduled this week to discuss the
problem. "We'll do everything we
can to keep the gym open. We
want to," he said.
Chairman of the Department of
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation Armond Seidler and
other recreation personnel were
out·of-town and unavailable for
comment.

UNM Gets Remodeling Funds

WillApproachSandiaBase Provost Marshall

I :

Recreational programs and
facilities for faculty, staff and
students at Johnson Gym in the
evenings and on weekends may
end Wednesday because of lack of
funds.
A handwritten sign on the door
of the equipment checkout room
at the gym states "Recreational
programs will terminate at 9:30
p.m. April 7." Facilities listed to
be closed include the weight
room, handball courts and
swimming pool.
"The cost of operation at the
gym has increased substantially
from what was anticipated at the
beginning of the fiscal year,"
UNM President Ferrel Heady
explained.
Heady said costs have increased
largely because of attempts to
conform to the Fire Safety Code.
After a recent inspection of the
gym, the fire marshal said all
doors would have to remain open
so people could get out in an
emergency.
"No padlocked doors mean
more personnel, and the

and

The Board of Educational
Finance (BEF), after meeting on
the UNM campus Saturday,
approved a major part of its $7
million allocations in state bond
issue funds for UNM. The major
share of the construction and
remodeling funds, totaling $4.8
million, will go for eight projects
atUNM.
"The $7 million in bonds is
already in hand,'' said William
McConnell, executive secretary of
the BEF. This issue brings to
about $23 million the total in
bonds issued since the voters
authorized them in the 1966
election. The total amount
authorized was $42.5 million.
Two more bond issues are
scheduled.
The BEF allocated $1,930,000
to the Drama building to go with
$56G,OOO in inslitulio11al funds, n
lo1..tl pro,ir•'l •'Of>t. of ~~ •. 1!1!),00(),
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phy .. il.,

lab

anJ
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building will receive $7 39,000 in
state funds plus $127,000 federal
grants, totaling $866,000. The
lecture hall was allocated
$7 52,000 plus institutional funds
of $620,000, a total cost of
$1,372,000.
'rhe institutional funds will pay
for part of the drama building
which does not qualify for bond
issue funds since only part of the
building will be used for
instructional purposes, UNM
President Ferrel Heady explained.
The following buildings were
allocated state funds only. The art
building will receive $560,000.
$228,500 and $110,000 will go
for the remodeling of the old law
building a11d Johnson Gym,
respectively. The water well was
allocated $163,000.
Mitchell, Marron and BandP!ier
halls w~re allnraf.<'d 82!13,000 in
al 1 :, t n ~-P ... ,: ,J ~ f<ll' ·~it
condi!.i ou i ng.
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Eleven UNM Departm~ents
Awarded Science Grant
11
UNJY!
academic
departments, colleges and
divisions will share in a $90,192
Nation a I Science Foundation
(NSF), institutional grant awarded
recently to the University,
The largest single allotment is
for $25,792 for materials,
services, and computer charges for
the department or electrical
engineering and computer science.
The money will be used to lease
remote computet· equipment for
the Co II e ge of Engineering,
enabling a remote job entry
hookup with the University's IBM
360-67 computer located on the
north edge of the campus.
The department of physics and
astronomy, headed by Victor H.
Regener, received $18,000 of the
NSF funding, allowing the
department to work on
measurement of the energy
spectrum of neutrons. This
research will be carried out in
conjunction with the Los Alamos
Meson facility with several UNM
physicists contributing. The funds
will also allow two UNM scientists
in the department to travel to an
important cosmic ray conference
in Tasmania.
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Law Center Program
Helps Indian Judges

The UNM biology department,
under the direction of Loren D.
Potter, t·eceived $10,600 for
equipment under the grant; the
UNM library $10,000 for books;
the office of the vice president for
research, $5000 for a key punch
machine, card sorter and other
equipment to be used in sociology
courses, graduate research for
masters theses, and faculty
research.
Cellular physiologist Paul
Kerkof of the biology department
will receive $5000 through the
Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, Nathaniel Wollman, for
a centrifuge to be used in Kerof's
work. The chemistry department,
under acting chairman Guido
Daub, was awarded $4600 of the
grant to buy a modular
spectroscopy system for resem·ch
and a digital electronics station
for automated data collection.
Research in the anthropology
department on Alaskan Indian
tribes was funded for $4000, and
Rodman Snead of the geography
department was given $3800 for
coastal water table rock outcrops
research during the summer of
1971.
The College of Engineering
received $2000 for travel, and
Charles E. Woodhouse, acting
chairman of the sociology
department was awarded $1400
to rent data processing equipment
for the department and to
facilitate teaching of a variety of
courses.
Most of the research projects
funded under the grant, and much
of the equipment rented or
bought, will involve both graduate
and undergraduate students at the
University.
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Photo by Craig Stiniker

Bicycle Safeguard

A UNM coed locks her bicycle to a fence in hopes she won't
become the latest victim of the two-wheeler rip-off artists plaguing
the campus, The Lobo is doing a story on bike thieves and would
appreciate any information you have. Contact Sue or Pat at The
Lobo, 277-4202.

Majority 01)inion Picl(s Speal(ers
Speakers don't necessarily have
to be controversial to be invited
to UNM by the Speakers
Committee, said Bob Wood,
chairman of the committee.
Some committee members
more than others just happen to
enjoy a little controversy on
campus, Woods said,

chosen by majoring volt>,
The committee didn't plan for
controversy dul'ing the Berger
case; in fact, they thought "Chief
Justice William Douglas would be
much more controvet-sial than
Berger," Wood said,
Huey Newton, leader of the
Black Panthers, was consider<>d
but the committPt> voled down
the r<•solution because "Newton
could prove to be too
incendiary," Wood said.
Number of speakers during the
year varies. Last year, the
committet> sponsored l'ight to 10
sp!'a]cers.
Two different types of speakers
are available; first is the brochurt! •
advertised, agency big-name
speakers, and second, is the
speaker who receives <>ngagemenls
directly, Wood said.
'"rhis year, we're not going all
out for big-name speakers, we're
spending more on lesser-known
people for the benefit of
particular interest groups," Wood
said. This year, the committee
plans to have approximately 20
speakers.

{Company of 120)
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The most a speaker has been
paid this semester has been
$2700, and the least has been
$100, although "I am not at
liberty to tell which ones were
paid these fees," Wood said.
Membership of the committee
changes yearly. Applications can
be made for positions through the
ASUNM office, Wood said.

1kopy. korner

SIMMS BUILDING
247-4406

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit

Reduction Work-Reduce from any size up to 14" by 18" down to 8\2" ;c 11 :
Computer printouts, engineering drawings, accounting worksheets, organizotit.n
~oris, oversized periodicals and book<.
~~~~~~-~~~~~~

Popejoy

Hall

AND THE CuLTURAL PRoGRA!\I Co:-.o.rrrTEF.

Proudly Present
the world Renowned

Chorus and Orchestra

Monday, April5-8:15 p.m.
Tickets: $6.50, 6.00, 5.50, 4.50, 3.50
All UNM Students, Faculty, and Staff
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Price

Telephone 277-3121

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102,277-4202
The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week o£ the Uni ..
v~rsity year by the Donrd of Stuthmt
Publications of the Associated Students
ol the University or N cw Mexico, and is
not financially nssocial<!d with UNM.
Second clnss postage Paid at AlbuquerQUe, New Mcico, 87106; Subscription
rnl<! Is $7 for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial pages o£ The Lobo nrc those of
the author solely. Unsigned opinion is
that or the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessnrily represents the vJcws
of the Associated Students or the University of New Mexico,
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Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247-0836

During his military service,
Partridge was a psychiatric social
worker.
Titles of project reports
concerning criminal justice
agencies written by Partridge
while with Systems Science
include "Command and Control
in the San Francisco Police
Department" (1971) and "Los
Angeles Police DepartmentExternal Agency Interfaces"
(1970). He is also the author of
Technical Data Systems- U.S.
Army Material Command."
Partridge's fellow
administrators of the CJPP are
presently being selected, Martin
Paskind, ISRAD public relations
director said "we hope to have at
least some of them hired by the
time Partridge is aboard."
Partridge is expected in
AI buq u erque about April 15,
Paskind said.
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For every gtrl who has
a dream, Orange Blossom
has a perfect ring to symbolize the dream. Choose from
the eight collections represented.

Each Orange Blossom Ring comes
in 18K gold and comes in any price
you want to pay from $125.00.
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$350 Needed for Agora Book
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Agot'a 's "Survival Book" may
not be published this semester
unless the members can come up
with another $350 to pay the cost
of printing. John Bauer, an Agora
volunteer, said they had originally
planned to have 5000 copies
ready for distribution by the
twelfth week.
The booklt>t, assembled during
the last three months by Agora
members, has sections on drugs,
abortion, VD, sexual
misconceptions, birth control and
academics.
Bauer said, "We want to find
!,'roups and orgmtizations that we
could approach for donations.
We're asking for suggestions from
the student body," He said that
they have asked the faculty wives
club for funds, but have as yet
received no commitment.
Agora has received $500 from
ASUNM. They were turned down
by GSA from which they also
requested $500. Without t.he
additional money, Bauo; smd,
they must wait unt!l fall

registration to print and distribute
the booklets.
Information gathered from
Planned Parenthood, Public
Health, and other official sources
will be included in the "Survival
Bock." Under the abortion
section will be information on
cost-s a copy of the state law, and
listings of local hospitals and their
policies concerning abortion.
The drug section, stressing the
responsibility of the user for what
he takes, will include listings of
familiar drugs, their slang names,
and their effects. A list of
important phone numbers will
also be included,
Any students with ideas for
Agora's fund drive can contact
Arnold Padilla or John Bauer at
the Agora offices in Mesa Vista.
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Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
and laundry

William R. Partridge has been
selected as director of ISRAD's
Albuquerque - Bernalillo Criminal
Justice Pilot Program (CJPP).
Partridge's appointment was
announced last week by ISRAD
director Jack Camp bell.
The CJPP is financed with a
$297,600 grant from the Law
Enforcement Assistance Agency
(LEAA) of the Justice
Dt>partment.
Partridge left his post as
manager of the western regional
o fficc of Systems Science
Development Corp. to take the
ISRADjob.
ISRAD states that Partridge
"while with Systems Science took
part in planning and implementing
projects involving criminal justice
agencies in Idaho, Utah, Texas
and California."
Partridge has also wot·ked for
the Atomic Energy Commission
and North American Rockwell.
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The committee pays speakers
for lodging, meals and travel
expenses, Wood said, although
some speakers request an inclusive
wage, which amounts to about the
same amount of money.

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

"This will give the courts real
legal status and help to build up
the courts in their communities."
The handbook, which will be
finished by June 30, will
supplement the training program
by giving Indian judges guidelines
for hearing all types of cases.
The handbook is being written.
by Ed Bubak, Government
Research Bureau of the University
of South Dakota; Warren H.
Cohen, director of the Indian
Program at the Arizona State
University School of Law; and
Louis G. Stewart, Jr., an attorney
on the staff at the Law Center.
Bennett explained that Indian
courts are very informal at the
present time.
"There are three types of
Indian courts", said Bennett,
"One type is very much like other
municipal courts.
"Another type follows the
same procedures as Anglo courts.
But the judgments are made from
an Indian concept of law. The
third type are the very traditional
courts where both procedure and
decisions are entirely Indian."
Bennett said he felt the Law·
Center programs would help the
Indian courts establish similar
procedures,

Campbell Names Director
Of ISRAD Pilot Program

Speakers Committee Discounts Controversy

The committee decides on
presentations by vole, "The
majority opinion prevails, but the
decision by no means has to be
unanimous," Wood stated.
This y!'ar, the six students and
three faculty members on the
committee have chosen a unique
route
towards
giving
representation of minority !,'l'Oups
on the speaking program.
Appropriations of $1500 each
have been given to the Native
American, black and Chicano
studies centers from the $16,000
budget of the committee this
year.
One aspect of the minority
group speaking program is the
Chicano Cultural Festival coming
to the University soon, Wood said.
Four poets and musicians,
including H. H. Mondragon will
appear.
In the regular speakers
program, anyone can submit a
recommendation for guest
speaker. For instance, in the case
of Rabbi Elmer Berger who
recently spoke at UNM,
recommendations came from the
Organization of Arab Students.
The organization had requested
that a speaker interesting to their
segment of the University
populace be chosen, and turned in
a series of requests. Berger was

-

Native American judges of the
82 Indian courts in the United
States will benefit from two
programs being done in UNM's
American-Indian Law Center.
A national training program for
judges on court procedures and
publication of a procedural
handbook are part of the Law
Center's program to help Indian
Courts comply with guidelines set
down in the 1968 Indian Civil
Rights Act .
The 1968 act established
procedures and guidelines for the
82 Indian courts. The judicial
bodies have jurisdiction over
Indians on reservations for
misdemeanors.
Robert L. Bennett, lecturer at
the Law Center, said the national
training program for Indian court
judges stress criminal procedures.
Lecture courses are given at six
locations in Bismark, N.D.,
Billings, Mont., Spokane, Wash.,
Window Rock and Tempe, Ariz.,
and Albuquerque. After the
monthly lectures, judges are given
lesson plans and criminal
procedure problems developed by
the Law Center.
"We hope to develop a course
so that Indian judges can begin to
write down their decisions", said
Bennett.
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Sey1nourAgrees to 2ndYear
As Acting M tisic Cl1airrnan
William Seymour has agreed to
serve a second year as acting
chairman of the department of
music at UNM, Fine Arts Dean
Clinton Adams announced.
Seymour, an associate
professor, was appointed acting
chairman this year while Walter B.
Keller, who became ill and died
last month in Portugal, was on
sabbatical.
In addition to his duties as
chairman, Keller was a
harpsichordist and taught
Renaissance and baroque music.

the
best
23¢

Bouttonnlere.

$10.00

HAMBURGER
in town

Henry's Drive-In
FIRST and GOL()

1916 Central 9 am to II am

'-

247-4347

Beat the Parking Problem
the Easy 1Vay:

Albuq. Transit System

X

Adams said that faculty
appointments will be m&de to fill
these instructional vacancies.
But he added, "there is no way
in which the department can : ·
replace a person who made so
great a contribution to New
Mexico music as Walter Keller
did."
Seymour, who has taught piano
and low brass instruments, came
to UNM in September, 1962 as a
temporary instructor of music,
but a year later became a fulltime
instructor. He was promoted to
the rank of assistant professor in
1966, and associate professor last
year.
Besides his teaching duties
Seymour was general coordinator
of the New Mexico Music
Educators Association All·State
Festival hosted by UNM in 1968
and 1970.
He was president of the
Albuquerque Chapter of the New
William Seymour
Mexico Teachers Association
during the 1964·65 school year.
Seymour received his bachelor
of music education degree from
Music and Arts College in St.
Louis, Mo., in 1952. He received
his doctorate of education from
Washington University, also in St.
Louis, in 1967.
Percussion Ensemble
Marching Band
The UNM Percussion Ensemble,
The 1971 edition of the Lobo
conducted by Richard Marching Band gets underway
Wildermuth, will present a concert April 5, at 8:30 p.m. with an
in the Fine Arts Center Recital organizational meeting in Fine
Hall at 8:15p.m. April 5.
Arts Center, room M·l7. Girls
The program includes Tocata who would like to be members of
for Marimba by Diemer, a new addition to the band, flag
Introductions and Allegro by twirlers, should attend the
Special: AKC registered
McKenzie, Percussion Quintent by meeting.
greyhounds with papers,.reclining
Coleman, Suite for Percussion by
Each member of the band is
seats, air conditioning and
Kraft, Soliloquy and Scherzo by eligible for a $100 award. All
restroorns. $11,250 to $17,000.
Moore, and Contrarhythmic band members receive one hour
Tires not included.
Ostenato bv Iverson.
academic credit.
A fully-housebroken greyhound
Poetry
Series
The group plans to takP at least
can be obtained through
Gary Snyder, a poet who came one trip during the season and
Greyhound's Used Bus
Department for a 25 percent into prominence during the San may spend Thanksgiving in
down payment with 36 <.>asy·term Francisco poetry renaissance in Hawaii. Membership in the Lobo
~he 1950's, will read his works
band is open to all University
monthly payments.
April
5 in the Kiva at 8 p.m. students.
The pedigreed scenicruL~ers can
be inspected at Greyhound Snyder has spent eight years in
Blue Key
facilities in Atlanta, Charleston, Japan as a student of Zen and is a
Applications for membership in
Chicago, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, translator of Chinese and Japanese
Louisville, l\1(•mphis (for all you poems. His appearanct• is part of the 1971·72 Blut• Key Club,
Chuck Barry freaks), New York, the GSA, ASUN:.VI pol'try series senior men's honorary, are
Washington, D.C .. San Francisco, and is free and opt>n to the public. available in tlw dean of stud(•nts
offici' in thl' Administration
Los Angeles, Dallas, Houston, St.
.. Straw Hat" Tryouts
Louis, Minneapolis and Omaha.
Tryouts fot• "An Italian 1-;traw Building, room I ii7.
:\Iinimum g-rad!' point average
Anyone travt'ling to thl'S(• citi<•s Hat" arP schedull•d fur April 5,
is 2.7;; and an applicant
t(•quirC'd
during spring break might 4·5:30 p.m. and 7::l0·9 p.m., and
mu~t
have
compl(•f(•d at h•ast 92
con~idl'r the possibility of April 6, ·Hi :30 p.m. in Gommedia
hitching down to tht' Greyhound ThPatre. The play to be presented hours at th!' !)('ginning of tlw fall
garag!' and riding back to UNM on in May, is a comedy with music in semester, 1971. Applications are
the bus. You '11 havr• to do th!' thP style of 19th centut·y due April 20.
driving yourself, though.
vaudevill(' fare<'. 17 men and 13
Fm· further information, called women are callPd for in the cast.
the Used Bus Department toll·free Actors are requested to bring an
888·621·6120.
audition song to the tryouts.

CAMPUS BRIEFS

For Sale: Registered
Hounds WithPapers,
Saddles, No Rubber

Ride The Bus

24"

842-7830

36"

PHOTO
POSTERS
Giant 24" x 36" Black
and White Poster of
your Favorite Picture.
Just send your black
and white or color snap·
shot for Speedy One
Week Service.

$398 eac h

Mondav
Campus Crusad£" for Christ~ Union,
room 231•C; 1 p.m.
Sid Club: Union, room 250·B; 1:30
p.m.
Prl'sident HPady, "rap sC"ssion~n
Union, lobby; 2 p.m.
'!'own Club Pledges; Union, room
231·D: 6:30p.m.
ASUNM; Union, room 250 D·E: 7
p.m.
La Socict~ du Cinema; Union,
theater; 7 p.m.
Gay Liberation; Union, ballroom:
7:30 p.m.
Chi Alpha; Union, room 231-B; 8
p.m.
Stuttgart Bach Coll~glum: Pop~joy
Hall; 8:15p.m.
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Stolen FBI Documents Reveal Surveillance of Activists

SCHLITZ
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$3.84/case
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2-year warrcmty

Super tweeter control

!-Garrard SL72 w/base, dust cover and Pick·
ering or Shure cartridge 1-year warranty

8 -.95 reg. $18.88

REGULAR $525.8() for only $4.4.5.80

2-EMI Zodiac 307 stereo speakers 1O" woofer
Five-year warraniy
1-BSR record changer w/base, dust cover and
Shure magne:lc cartridgo 1·year warranty
REGULAR $426.80 for anly $339.80

1-Harmon Kardon 330 AM/ FM receiver 90
watts
2-year warranty
2-HK 20 stereo speakers 5"/e<ir warranty
1-Harmon Kardon auto cltang•r complete l•
yeor warranty
REGULAR $379.80 for only $319.80
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Indians Form New Bear Tribe
The first new Indian tribe of
this century, named the Bear
Tribe after an ancient native ·
American rite, was formed this
winter in order ~'for non-Indians
to learn the tribal way of life and
its harmony within nature."
Led by a Chippewa medicine
man named Sun Bear, the tribe's
birth appeared "in accordance
with ancient prophecies found
among Indian peoples of a time
when refugees from white society
would come to the Indians as a
lost brother."
Traditional native - Americans
in the tribe will try to educate
non·Indians to live off the land.
A caravan of tribesmen will
travel across the nation this May,
giving talks on the objectives and
ideals of the tribe.
A survival school was the tribe's
first attempt to "move onto the
land". Members of the school
were trained to survive through
Indian wilderness arts.
The tribe intends to adopt all
those who wished to become
members and hopes to move them

onto th<.> land at one of their
established survival bases.
The bases will eventually
become "a network of
communes" establishing "a tribal
alternative to the economics of
America," tribe material says.
"Man has attempted to dam up
nature. The fight is not for a
different form of control. The
Bear Tribe is fighting to be wild,"
concludes the tribe's official
newsletter.

"In payments to informants, if
the total of service and expenses
to an informant is less than $300
in a lump sum payment or per
month, our request for such
payment is handled within
division 5. If the lump sum
payment or monthly
authorization is $300 or more, it
must be approached on a much
higher level. Note: if an informant
is to travel outside our division
and we initially go in and request

expense payment of less than
$300, it can be handled simply
while the services payment can be
requested later based on what he
has produced.
Berrigan Trial
The FBI reports from Media,
must include extensive
information on the current
Berrigan conspiracy case. Mention
of facts relating to the Berrigan
case is the most conspicuous
absence in the Post's account of

the documents. The Post says it
decided to print an account of lhe
stolen documents, in an appa1·ent
compromise with worried Justice
Department officials while
carefully mentioning only those
facts which "clearly did not
damage the national interest and
which add not unfairly damage
individuals mentioned in the
documents." The newspapers did
not elaborate ful'ther on a
definition of "national interest."

Don't Let The

Rabbit
beat your Time
Give her a gift from our
well stocked cosmetic bar
This complete
department offers
these excellent lines
Revlon-Max Factor-FabregeAimay-DuBarry-Coty-Maja-

Love-Nina Ricci

Con1plete with
these popular items
Cologne-PerfumeCren1e Sachet-Soap
-Dusting PowderBath oil
'"'-W

make your selection
fron1 our priced right

EASTER BASKETS
filled with fine
selected fragrances
_,.....c;r;n

Free Gift \"X'rapping
Repair 1\: :l!aintcnancc
on a II foreign cars
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'floreign Car Specialisfs
333 Wvoming Blvd. NE
265·5901
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Courteous Service
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Stereo head phones: Dual Cone

2-EMI Zodiac 307 stereo speakers 10" woofer
5-year warranty

!-Monarch AM/FM stereo receiver
Two-year warranty

WASHINGTON, D.C.
No Names
(CPS)-'-Copies of stolen FBI
The Post, in an apparent
documents released here March 23 attempt to avoid potential legal
reveal an extensive pattern of hassles, refrained from naming
surveillance of campus and black any of the FBI agents or contacts
activist organizations, including, in their report of the documents.
in one instance, the local police The newspaper also refrained
chief, the postmaster, letter from naming colleges, individuals
carriers, campus security guards or groups under surveillance,
and a switchboard operator.
except for mention of the
A cIa n destine group calling Philadelphia Black Panthers and
itself the Citizens Commission to the National Black Economic
Investigate the FBI sent copies of Deve'lopment Conference, and its
14 FBI papers to Sen. George 'national vice president,
McGovern (D·S.D.) and Rep.
Muhammed Kenyatta,
Parren J. Mitchell (D·Md. ). Both
One of the individuals under
McGovern and Mitchell sent their surveillance, described by the
copies immediately back to the newspaper as "a professor at a
FBI without releasing the
information, but The Washington Philadelphia-area college," was
Post securied copies of the suspected of harboring one or
more fugitives.
documents and broke the story,
The local police chief, the local
publishing a !tigh~y edited version,
postmaster and letter carriers, a
Burglary
campus security officer and a
The Justice Department says switchboard operator at the
there is no question the college were engaged by the FBI
documents are copies of files
to assist in the surveillance of the
stolen in a burglary of the FBI's
professor, an FBI agent reported.
Media, Pa., office March 8.
Long· Distance
Deciding against a court
The telephone operator agreed
injunction to' bar publications of to furnish the FBI with a list of
the documents, Attorney General
long-distance telephone calls to or
John Mitchell instead issued a plea from the professor. The
for self-censorship, heeded by the switchboard operator told an FBI
two Congressmen, but partially
agent the professor had brought
ignored by the Post.
controversial speakers to the
One of the documents campus and that he was generally
encourages agents to step up
regarded as a "radical."
interviews with dissenters "for
A campus security officer also
plenty of reasons, chief of which
provided information to the FBI
are, it will enhance the paranoia about the professor. The
endemic in these circles and will
postmaster was shown copies of
further get the point across there
"wan ted" posters of the alleged
is an FBI agent behind every
fugitives, and told the FBI he had
mailbox."
alerted his letter carriers to the
Tell All
appearance of the fugitives.
The document, dated Sept. 16,
Checking Account
1970, adds that "some will be
One memorandum includes a
overcome by the overwhelming reproduction of the Black
personalities of the contacting Economic Development
agent and volunteer to tell Conference's checking account
all-perhaps on a continuing statement at the Southeast
basis."
National Bank in Chester, Pa.,
A memorandum issued Nov. 4, during a three·month period,
1970, by FBI Director J. Edgar provided by the bank for the FBI.
Hoover dirc>cts surveillance of
The Sept. 16 document urging
black ~tudent groups on the spreading of paranoia among
campuses; "Increased campus students also makes reference to
disorders involving black students student agents: "The director has
post a definitl' threat to the okayed PSI's (Paid Student
nation's stability and st•curity and Informers) and SI's (Student
indicatt> n(•ed for increase in both Informers) age 18 to 21. We have
quality and quantity of bePn blocked off from this critical
intl'llig!'nCP information ag-c> g1·oup in the past. LPt us takP
on ... (such) groups which an• advan!ag<• of this opportunity."
targ('tS for influencP and control
Payoffs
by violi'IH'P·pronl' Blaek Panther
The document indicates that.
Party and otht•r PX-trl'mists."
informer pay·offs are substantial:

1-Concord AM/FM st.,reo receiver 150 walls
2-year warranty
2-University Sound Project M speakers 10"
woof..r
5-year warranty

STEREOS'H:
EQU.IPMfNT
268-

~136

You'll never taste
acolder beer.

1-SSR record cltanger w/baSA>, dust cover and
Shure cartridge l-yoar wananiy
REGULAR $719.80 for only $579,80

ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
Open 'ti11 Midnight·
Checks Cashed for StLidcnts
Corner of Central & Yale

stereo

speakers

Cold-Brewed B-B-8-Ballantine
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4 Trackmen Place at Texas Meet

Lobos Fourth in NCAA

Abugattas Thrown off Squad

Outstanding Lobo performer
Stormy Eaton was the only
member of Coach Rusty
Mitchell's team to win an
individual title at the NCAA finals
held in Ann Arbor, Mich. last
weekend.
The gymnastics team closed out
its season last weekend in Ann
Arbor by placing fourth in the
team competition, sending four
men to the individual
championships.
Eaton won the free floor
exercise by changing his routine in
the middle of his performance,
enabling him to salvage badly
needed points for
the
championship.
Jon Aitken UNM's WAC high
bar champion placed second in
the event to Iowa State's Brent
Simmons at Ann Arbor.
Iowa State won the team ti tie
and former New Mexico victim
Southern Illinois placed second
followed by Penn State and UNM.
Dan a Selley a premier
performer for the Wolfpack all
season placed second to Eaton in
the free floor competition.

The College Inn
the finest in collegiate living
Featuring

Four places were captured by
Lobo trackmen at the Texas
Relays despite the absence of high
jumper Fernando Abuguttas.
Abuguttas, the only jumper in
UNM history to reach seven feet,
was thmwn off the team by coach
Hugh Hackett for refusing to
make the trip to Austin.

Outstanding freshman
performer Jim Ivicek placed in
two events of the individual
competition, by taking a fifth
place in the long horse and a sixth
place in the parallel bars.
The Lobos by virtue of their
fourth place finish in the NCAA
finals have secured the highest
place finish of any New Mexico
team in the gymnastics
competition.

Another Lobo high jumper
Ingemar Nyman did place second
in the competition with a leap of
6·9. Nyman tied with Texas' Bill
Oates but won the coin flip for
the second place medal.

Tho Lobos finished the season
with a perfect 14-0 dual meet
record, at one point defE>ating
second place finisher Southern
Illinois by a slim margin here in
Albuquerque.
Only two points sepaxated the
Lobos from making the team
competition cutoff, allowing the
three top teams to compete in the
individual championships for tho
team title.
The NCAA finals represented
the finish of the season for the
Lobo team which has won the
WAC championship three of the
last four years and, for the last
two years in a row.

Maid and Linen Service-Close to Campus
Private and Semi-Private Rooms-Laundry facilities
Recreation and Study Lounges...:.Twenty delicious meals a week
Swimming Pool-Air Conditioning-Color T.V. Competitively priced

Reservations are now being accepted. Stop by now for best room seleciton

The College Inn
_,;G~~~~-

243-2881

The KUNM Circuit Breakers
used despicable sportsmanship,
underhanded play and six men on
the court to defeat the Lobo
Hamburgers Saturday in Johnson
Gym 43·20.
The Circuit Breakers don't
know it yet but they forfeited the
game because they had too many
men on tho roster.
The Hamburgers retain the
media championship because of
superior coaching, superior
playing, superior players, superior
game plan, superior dedication
and just plain overall superiority.
Coach Mark Sanchez of the
Hamburgers received the coach of
the year trophy over Garmezy
because of the same reasons
mentioned above.
The Hamburgers are said to be
in the process of protesting the

New Mexico's bats were on the
rampage again Friday afternoon
against nationally - ranked Tulsa
as Bob Leigh's forces took a 23·8
win.
But the story was altogether
different Saturday afternoon as
the Lobos dropped two to the
Hurricanes, 5-2 in the first game
and 2-1 in the second.
Tho Lobos pounded four Tulsa
hurlers for 18 hits Friday
afternoon, with every Lobo that
played, save one, hitting safely at
least once. Wendell Franke picked
up his third win of tho season
against one loss, giving up three
runs on six hits. Stewart Colton
relieved Franko in the sixth
inning.
With the score tied at 1-1 going
into the bottom of the third
stanza, the Lobos sent 12 men to
the plate to score eight runs and
put the game out of reach of the
Hurricanes. The Lobos had an
even better inning in tho sixth,
scoring nine limes and sending 13
batters to th(• dish. They add<'d
fiw runs in tlw eighth, to round
out the score at 23.
Armando Heyl's and Hank
Garda batted in five and four
runs, resp<'ctivl'ly, to aid the Lobo
caus<'. Each of tlw two scor<'d
thrN• timPs. Jacld(• Conners' only
hit for tlH• day came on a

game because of one player just a
little too good for the circuit
breakers, "I don't want to
mention any names," said
Sanchez, "but I began to get a
little suspicious when tho player
in question started eating bananas.
and swinging on the rims."
Sanchez said he was proud to
have been named coach of the
year, and promised his work
would never be done until the
dirty elements in sport (i.e:
KUNM) had been put in it~ place.
Professional and business men
in the United States live longer
than the average man in tho
general U.S. population. Within
the professional group, scientists
live the longest, while
correspondents and joumalisls die
the soonest.

-
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writt• P.O. Hux ;:;;, All.luqu('J'IJUP. X710:~.
·~ !;

NOT f:XAC'l'I,Y TJU: SORT ol work
yuur mnthH had in mind for you ••• t-:(tll

llw IIAH!l TIM!':l:l. St·~ Grout nt lli> H

Hnn·nnl S.I•:. or c.•nll 2;";:1-!.tiOH. U. :~
-------DON'T FAt'g IT ALONJ•:: AGOHA,
trnint•t1 ~.tudt>nt volunh'<'t~ tlwrl.' 24
hour~ :t day, <'\-"t•ry day. North\\'t'-1-it
~·ornPr of M~n. Vi:otn. 277-3013. 4_ 6
NOTICE: ALL CLASSII-'mD ADS must
be in by 3 p.m. to run the following day..
-~-------- - -----~ ~--~
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LOST & FOUND

LOST: S'I'UIHo:NT'S GI!l•:Y ATTA('lU:
CA~U<~. U(lwnrd. No qllc>.Htionf!. 2~12-774!..1.

4;i

t:ouND~-Jlt('St>ripUon P.la..<~s~s

nnd <"nse nt

Ynlc Parle. OwnC"r tnnY (•)nim in Rrn. ZOG,
Journalism Il!Ug
JCOUND IN Tim -F-IN_N_c-ARTS LIBRAHY
on TU<_'!i., n pnir of blue tinted contaet
lonsrn. In<1Uirc at tho front desk. 4/7
J,OST: NI•JAR LlBUARY, amnii blur!<
PUPI'Y with tnn markings. 277-4850. 4/6
HOOKS r,OST: I!cwnt'd $25, Anyone rc·
turning two nnnotutcd books-:. Russin
Chinn and the West; Who Wants Disntmnment-Barrett. M"~ut Vista 2107,
......!'!2.<:"" 6233. Res. phone 296-7760. 4/5

ASUNM SPRING ELECTIONS

April

28

10 Senate Seats
ASUNM Vice-President
ASUNM President

SERVICES

.1)

Qualifications:
Must be a member of ASUNM
Must be in good academic standing
Must have been at UNM for at
least one complete semester

TYPING: l':Xl'g!!IENCED, IBM electric
tctm pn]>crs, tlt<'SL'S· Cnll 266·4906, 119
Vnssnr S.l~. ~/28
,JH. OR SH. ACCOUN'l'ING II!AJOR need·
etl to tutor nrcotlht!ng 100. Tel. 266-5179.
4/16
GERMAN A U'fOII!OTlV~; ( 6010 Gibson
S.N., Phone 297-9979), Student discount.
VW aPcrinlists~ complete VW repnir:
_~t~n~~~~!~u-~~~<'_!~E!_~~· _4/~1__ _
TYPING: tQrm pnpPrs, thesC's, etc. Mrs.
Kihkndo. 808-3400. 4/6

--------c-

Pick up petitions between April 1 and April 7
in the Student Gov. Offices, New Mexico Union.
Petitions must be turned in by 5 p.m. on April 7.
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FOH SALE
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1!105 VW BUS, r('{•L•ntJy J'cbuilt cnuhw,
two tlt'W tir<"a. f!;'Ood lJocly. custom C'tlr ..
tnitw·.

$ROll. 26R-a0:{2, t•rtll urt(lr 5 :an.

4;7
·-•
1071 HAMllU!tGJ-:JtS, Where? IIRONTIIm
Rml'l'A lJltANT noro.p from Popejoy
Hnll. 'J'hc Inlt':<t in hroJiod food. Cnll 260nur,o for ordt"'l'H to r:o. 7 :3CJ to 7::10. G/5
NgW (~(-)l\IPtiN-J1~N'It- ~l·~TH l'O~J,l~-{~ Wit!;

--•"•

----~-o•-

---------~-
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-~·

AM .. Jt'M mu1Ur,l<•:l\ Hh•I'Nhl'lt~lio nt1_1l
flJH•alwt• :;J.·~tt·nt \'o-"ith j:IC'lt:! for ht~n,l
tnlH•clCI('lt nncl milw. ~11 !I.Ht1 or Jo\\-•
,mouth-b• pnymc,•nt-:-:. Unitc•1l Ft·tth!ltt Snlc>.:•.
• __ il!t2n __ Knn ~!u_t!.:''~ flllNl !I t~>
!J~?-~~ __
1!1(17 NOHTON 7lill HCHAMBtl·~R, fnHt,
ch•Jl<"nclnhlC', f!do1l lit'(':-1 mul t'otulition.
c•r;:,

four

t;c>t,

y_. _

2fili.. 2!lH. ,J/7
··--·-----

three-run sixth inning homer, the
only homer of the game for the
Lobos.
The Lobos sent 43 men to the
plate during the nino inning affair,
compared to 39 for the
Hurricanes, but scored 15 more
runs, leaving seven men on base.
Tulsa left nine men stranded.
Saturday, Leigh pitted ace
senior Jim Kremmel in the first
game of the twin bill, but the lefty
lasted only a third of an inning,
giving up two runs on throe base
hits. Bill Irwin came on in relief
and got the side down after
striking out Hurricane Joe
Fleming, and watching Joe Klahr
bounce out.
Now Mexico countered with
one run in the bottom of the first,
but Tulsa pushed tho score to 3-1
in the second.
Kt•nny Johnson came across
with a home run in the Lobo half
of the second, with nobody on
base to pull the Lobos within one
at 3-2, but Hurricane pitcher
Steve Roget·s held the Wolfpack
scoreless after that point as the
Lobos gave up two more runs, one
in the fourth and one in the last
inning. Kremmel absorbed his
fourth straight defeat of the
season, after jumping out to a 2·0
record in his first two outings.
Hogers went the dishmce to up his

third in the pole vault with a jump
of 15·6 as most of the field of 40
were bothered by cross winds.
The event was won by Dave
Roberts of Rice who set a meet
record with a vault of 17 feet.
Another third was taken by
Lobo Per Eric Smiding in the
javelin competition with a throw
of 264·1 which is the best throw
in the nation so far this year.
The only other record set was
by UTEP who broke their own
record in the four-mile relay with
a time of 16:34,1.
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SLACKS JEANS
THE GUYS SU\CKS GIRLS LOVE.:

*BEAU*
BRITGHBS
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298•8280
2001 Eubank NE

season standard to 3-1.
In the second game, Tulsa sent
pitcher Cliff Butcher the route,
giving up only one Lobo tally and
five hits, two by outfielder
Tommy McBee, to claim his fifth
win of the season against one
defeat.
Chuy Axmendariz took the loss
for the Lobos, giving up both
Tulsa runs before being relieved
by freshman first sacker Ron
Adair after one out in the third.
Adair gave us five hits but threw
scoreless ball for the rest of the
game. The only Lobo run came on
a sacrifice fly by Garcia that
scored third baseman Larry
Minarsich from third.
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The Largest
Selection of
Flares and
Bell Bottoms
In the State

Sat

~tAM·1AM

1600 Central SE

5:.:•1

H AM.·~ AM

NEW I

ADVERTISING
\VIII•:RJ<j: Journalism Hnildimr. Room
211:;, :tft<'rnoon~• JJrC>f<'ralJiy or n1niJ.
CJn!;~iti~l Ath·crlisinsr
UNlit 1',0. Box 20
AJIIUilll''ri!UC.'f N.M. }1710ti

FORSALE

51

NI<:W STI·:In:O-l'ASSJ<:riJ~ Jti~(~i)itmm~
I'I.A Yl-:It with AM-I•'l\1 multiplex rnclio,
~~t'lf:ll'ail" turntable and S.JIC'akcrs .. SHi~.tl!';
ur Jo\\' monthly Jl:l:ymc>nt.'4, United Fr(~itt"ht
gatt•.'l, 3t~20 S:m l'tlatC'O, opeil 9 to tl,
10
ilo7i -·-giN-Cmi~--SEWING --MAt'IIINm~:
Jl(I\."('T h~l..'n tt.-;t•d, ( 7l fUJiy ('qUitllll'd tu
;d~~-:.rac, makt' ltuttonholc.•.-:, t•f(•. This i::; a
Jir~t tinn> offt•r and th(•y will j.~o ra~t at
S•HI.~I:'j nttieft1• w·e havt~ thr<'at]('d th('Ill
for your in!1ll£'~tinn.. Unitl.'d Fn•ir:ht
Sal~. 3tl20 San z..Jatro, Olll'n !J to 9. 3 .' 2tl

~------

'-------==---'""---

HITACHI 7:17 ster('o fane r(>rorder. 7
months old. 8140. 277-6371. 4l6
~~~1!.171 HONDA 350SL, S7ri aml take ovf't
pnY!ll<'nt.~. 2~:J .. Q9U5_ ru.ok for Dave. 4/6
!Oio6 1\ltJSTANG CONVImTIBLI~. V~. 4sprcd, $10!H1. Corinn<', 2~2-5191. 4/7
FIXAnL~: niioi{i~N-IN I75rc motorbllce.
S50 or good bil')-'"C']t:> in trndl.'. 222 Vnssar.
4."7

1!161 PONTIAC STATIONWAGON. Uuns
good. looks good. All power. 242-1124,
Denny. 4/7
KAWASAKI II!ACH III. !960. 124 mph.
PerfeC't c-ondition. $650 or best offer. 2712518. 417
350 JAWA (Czech.) MOTORCYCLE with
Hcll-600-TX-helmet. $350 ncgotinble.
266-2837. 4/n
LNVI CORDS! Nnvy-J blnt~k, burt-rnndy t
beige, brown, green; and bone. All nt
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central S.E. 4/5

6)

EMPLOYMENT

Ml'N 0~' ALL THADES to north slope,
Alnslcn nncl the Yukon, around $2800.00
a month, Ji'or C'Otnp]ete informntion write
to Job Re.senrch, P.O. 161, Stn. A, Toronto, Ont. Enclose $3.00 to cover cost. 4/9
NUIISBRY, l>LEMENTARY SCHOOL
stntt rc<!rea.tion lender. call 294·0449-9 :00 to noonc;:._4;;;./.:..7--,.------=-·
STAHT YOUR OWN BtJSINilSS in nn
id<>at Jocation~The! Corn:1omerntt> ..........iust
orr tTttiV<1l•f>ity Oh c~nt.rnl. lnquirC' nt
....cl\_c<l_Jlot Pnnts,_l7_1, o_eon ~ni_~_I:::_4~
COLIJB(;t.J STungNT: Prcnar<' now for
t1w bt~:.;int'~~ worhl. _Choose- yotu• 0\'.·n
hnurs. :Sdl l10tt .. polluting products to
hmnt• nnd industry. Cnll 206-2200. 4/7
-~-··

lor voung people ages 15 thru 27 Y2

from Republic National lile Insurance company

~--~-------
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-~-------------
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A nothcr second place was
taken by the Lobos in the
two·mile relay. Their time of
7:26.0 was only three-tenths of a
second fast<?r than the third place
team from UTEP. Keith Olman
ran the first leg for UNM with a
time of 1:53.1 followed by Dave
Roberts with 1:50.6, Reid Cole
with 1:51.7 and anchor man Tom
Ericson with 1:50.6. The day
before Roberts ran a 4:05.5 mile
to pace the Lobos to a fourth
place finish in the distance
medley.
UNM's Ingemar Jernberg took

(;ct Your Spring \Varclrobc :'\owl

Baseballers Lose Twice Over W eek~end

Game's Outcome Disputed

Plenty of Private Parking·, walk to class

303 Ash St. NE

Eaton Only Titlist

Here's an appealing new opportunity for young
people ... a practical plan of Life Insurance
designed for the young estate builders of today.
The ESP provides the young man or young woman
with $10,000.00 of low-cost Life Insurance during the years when they are preparing for their
chosen vocation and it may also include important additional benefits .
At age 28, the policy automatically becomes a Whole Life plan with increasing cash values, and the
premiums for this plan are
lower than normally charged at this age .

for more inlormation
ca II or write •••

Tony James or Larry Lomako at 247-1075
Representing

t:JIU,H S'rAH1' A •n;AM Imlay fol' DI.:HilY
DAY~. l•'o1· furthN· infurrnal"ion t•nl1 tlw
~;h~nw

Chi llutJ\-lt' • • • 24:.!*1lumL 4,·7

·-

--~

1>ilWI'RY WANTJm fm· P<H•Iihlt• incluoion
in c•ootwrnliv(• vnlunw. 1th•lut1(' 1•tnhtPCtll
('tl\'(•lopp. 1•!,1itor, Bll~ ·H.-1-1(\ \Vhitticrt',
Cnlif. nonn7. ·I -'11

Republic Nalional Lile Insurance company
Now over Seven Billion Life Insurance In Force, and serving policyowners
In 49 states, District of Columbia and Puerto Rico,
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editorial

Saving
The
Empire

Refusing to give up their feudal
dukedoms, some department
chairmen, most notably in the
natural sciences, have challenged the
administration's plan to use
pre-registration for the fall semester.
The goal of this move, said Robert
Weaver, assistant registrar and the
coordinator of pre-registration, is to
determine, as closely as possible,
how many students want which
classes - early enough to allow some
adjustments in course offerings.
The plan is a culmination of many
years of study by several students
and faculty committees, most
notably Advisement and
Registration.
But now, with less than two weeks

before students begin processing,
several department chairmen have
spoken against pre-registration. After
all, mass registration (or confusion)
has worked for over 25 years, so why
change now, they say.
The administration is making the
switch for three main reasons: 1)
increased student enrollment, 2)
budget limitations and 3) outdated
curricula.
With the University's enrollment
now over 18,000, it is no longer
feasible to use mass registration. By
the second day of the
"Johnson-Gym shuffle,'' most class
sections are closed. If a student
wants a particular course - forget it.
Go try massive biology or

philosophy classes.
It will take a couple of years to
iron out the bugs, but under
pre-registration the student is almost
guaranteed the classes he wants.
Budget allocations will go to the
departments that students request
most, not .to ones they're forced
into. Eventually, outdated courses
will be eliminated and the funds used
to finance them will go to more
relevant classes.
Like medieval dukes, some
department chairmen must surrender
their fiefs to save the empire. The
king has heard the peasants' voices
and the feudal system is gone
forever. God save the king.
Everett Robinson
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Liberal Grade Policy
In Effect Next Year

'Tell Me, Doctor-Will I Live?'

letters
lll10to l•Y MurJ\ BundH•.t.

Multi-Media
Concerned Students
To the Editor:
We would like your readers to
provide us with their views regarding
education and possible problems in
the Albuquerque Public School
system. We are students at UNM now
student teaching in elementary
schools in Albuquerque. We are
concerned with certain problems in
the school system.
We are rarely able to come in
contact with anyone outside of our
professors and fellow students. Since
we seldom talk to the parents
themselves, we would like the
public's opm10n regarding our
elementary school system.
We are mainly interested in the
public's ideas and suggestions relative
to the following:
1) High through low grouping
according to academic ability.
2) Team teaching.
3) Standardized achievement and
objective testing.
4) Pass/fail grading versus the
letter scale system.
5) Ungraded school (child moves
through grade levels at his own
pace).
6) Should the law requiring all
New Mexico teachers to be bilingual
be enforced?
As future teachers, the views,
comments or suggestions provided
by your readers will go a long way in
helping prepare us to do a more
responsible job upon graduation.
Readers may send their letters to:
Concerned Students, 11,100 Gibson
SE, D-80, Albuquerque.
Charlebe Chavez
Cathy Vincent
Debbie Naylor

Fire Alarms
To the Editor:
As you may or may not know,
there was a fire last Sunday night,
March 28, in Hokona - Zuni. It is my
understanding that this fire occurred
in the incinerator shaft on the third
floor. It is also my understanding
that the fire did not cause a lot of
damage and that no one was hurt.
We are very, very lucky no one
was hurt. If the fire in Hokona had
been serious many people would
have been killed or seriously injured.
1'he reason I am writing is in f.he
hopr> thm ih:· :,.J'r r •··•.· !J,•
pnblishcd <'lltl , ~'··· ' ·· '"
·.. ··:a,

Harry Stumpf, left, and Theodore Becker set up equipment for
tonight's multi-media presentation "Government Anarchy." The
show uses films, slides, sound and actors. The ACLU tried to get the
show stopped at the Electric Circus in 1970.

AnarchistShow at UN M Today
Mixed-Media Experience in Depression

can see to it that future fires do not
risk the lives of people in the dorms,
will do something about correcting
the situation.
First of all, when the fire alarms
went off last Sunday a large number
of residents did not know the
procedure to be followed. This
situation would not have occurred if,
at the beginning of each semester,
every resident had received a fire
drill procedure sheet.
Second, either there are no fire
alarms in the basement of Hokona or
they do not work. If there are no fire
alarms in the basement this situation
should be corrected. On the other
hand, if there are fire alarms and
they do not work, they should be
fixed immediately. If this is the case
these same fire alarms did not work
last semester when a fire drill was
held, and this fact was reported. Why
was it allowed to persist? Anybody
who happened to be in the basement
of Hokona did not hear the alarm
and they might have been killed in
the case of a serious fire.
Thirdly, to my knowledge, at least
one other fire alarm failed to go off.
this should be fixed. Why did this
alarm fail to sound? Is this going to
be checked out so it does not happen
again? I sure hope so.
Lastly, why are there no fire
alarms that can be pulled in case of
fire in the halls? Why must a fire be
reported to the main desk? This is a
waste of valuable time in evacuating
the building. I, personally, would
rather risk all the false alarms that
would occur to avoid the waste of
the valuable time taken in reporting
a fire to the desk.
These are not all the problems
that need to be corrected, but they
are the major ones. I hope someone
will take some positive action on this
situation. I would, also, hope that·
from now on, any time the fire
alarms sout1d, they will be taken
~·, ....
.....;·· 1 •• ,,,·.~ t~~,.,
,, .. l't)~·r'cl"I11'•
"·'
..
,Jp;•n Lnui'·'' :,;l<,in
·~
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Living Free

By WAYNE J. THORBURN
YAF-FCNS

in their specific proposal, yet their
intention is to imply that peace must
be the ultimate goal of all human
Those spring - time, be - with - it, beings save that small minority of
cigarette commercials have now policians who engage us in battle for
departed from our television screens, the sake of personal glory, power,
only to be replaced by such well fame and wealth. The implication
known sporting events as the being that all rational men desire
Winston- Salem Bowling Classic, the peace above all else and that, if we
R.J. Reynolds Turtle Race and the could only rid ourselves of those
Viceroy Frisbee Intemational, politicians who desire personal and
perhaps proving once again that, as national glory, we could live in
the Marshall once said, the medium harmony, possibly even under a
is the message.
world government developed out of
But, with nicotine gone, the the existing United Nations.
television moguls have to insert
Of course, they cannot be serious
something to give us viewers a in their specific proposal, yet their
chance to raid the refrigerator, and intention is to imply that peace must
this they have done in many be the ultimate goal of all human
instances with what are beings save that small minority of
euphemistically called public service politichms who engage us in battle
announcements designed to placate for the sake of personal glory,
the bureaucrats at the FCC. One power, fame and wealth. The
recent new advertisement of this implication being that all rational
nature has been sponsored by the men desire peace above all else and
United Nations Association, a that, if we could only rid ourselves
supposedly private group interested of those politicians who desire
in working for the brotherhood of personal and national glory, we
man (but not necessarily the could live in harmony, possibly even
fatherhood of God) through under a world government developed
promotion of the United Nations.
out of the existing United Nations.
Their blurb deals with the
There are more important goals
universal striving for peace, than international peace. Peace
something for which man has cannot and must not be the ultimate
worked since the beginning of time. goal, for if it is, then man must live
And what do these individuals see a.~ in slavery. Peace need not recognize
a viable alternative to war? None the dignity of man, the worth of the
other than the settlement of individual character, and his personal
international dispute through a freedom, and it is that individual
physical contest between national freedom which should be man's aim.
leaders. Their advertisement pictures When all mankind recognizes the
two elderly political leaders pushing right of each individual to live in
and shoving each other as in a duel freedom, peace will follow naturally.
sans swords. One would assume we Without such reeognition, "peaco,"
should elect decathelon champions under colleetivism and
(Congressman Bob Mathias?) as totali1.arianism is liWe diffet<·nt. than
I'!'r•.drJ;'nl
I!J,··. rll',l<:•·" ;ll,d '''t' n•ily" nl' l' '''''I
C H cuun.!', i!H·y r-.•nnot. lJ!' :;t•J hPt;
d1HI :.ol,!vPJy.
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"Chicken Soup" is not broth
afloat with bits and pieces of
chicken, noodles and parsley
flakes.
"Chicken Soup" is a company
whose current production is
"Govcrnmlo'nt Anarchy: a MixPd ·
Media Experience in Depressing
Entertainment." Tlte show will be
presented at 3 and 8 p.m. today in
thl' Union Ballroom with
admission free,
"Government Anarchy,"
originated by Tht>odore Becker,
professor of political science at
the University of Hawaii and New
York University, combines wide
assortment of audio-visual effects
with encounter theater.
The show was first produced in
New York at the Electric Circus
for the American Civil Liberties
Union Second Annual
Conference. Becker estimates
about half the audience walked
out of the show that night before
it was halfway through.
"The first time we produced
the show in June 1970, in the
Electric Circus in New York, it
was supposed to be done for the
American Civil Liberties Union
Conference but it was actually
done to them," Becker said.
The following evening it was
shown to the Urban Coalition and
members of the New York
publishing world. That time the

automatically retain only the
highest grade he receives for a
course he repeats. A student may
now repeat a course as many
times as he wishes, and only the
highest grade earned is figured in
his grade average.
It will be a help, said Weaver,
even for courses where a student
didn't fail, and simply wants to
better his grade. He pointed out
that for required courses, such as
languages, a student may now
repeat several times if he finds the
work difficult and wishes a high
grade.
The cr<>di t, no·credi t grade
option has been liberalized. A
student may now change from
credit to regular !trade status, or
vice-versa, any time thmugh the
twelfth Wt!ek. Change will be
accomplislwd via the normal
drop·add prucedure.
A stud<>nt may also change
from c1·edit to audit before the
end of the 12th week, but a
change from audit to credit status
can only b<> made in the first two
weeks of the semester.
All courses numbered above
100, will be computed in
student's grade average, inch.!ding
physical education and ensemble
music coursl!S, and other courses
previously not computed.
The significance of the new
rules blo'come apparent when
judging them as a whole, .said
Weaver. With the liberalizations
he said, "there will be far fewe~
suspensions than in the past."
"The old system did serve, to a
degree, to weed out the men from
the boys, so to speak." The new
regulatiot·uJ. may be uAalvn.tion" Co-r

many, he said, but they could
serve to keep many in school who
should be doing something else.
The time allowed to make up
a11 "I" grade was extended by the
January faculty move to include
the full semester following the
grading period. Formerly the "I"
grade had to be made up by the
12th week.

Beckl~r.

China Feels Threatened
By U.S. Step-Up in Asia
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)Wilfred Burchett, veteran
Indochina correspondent now on
a special tour of China and
Southeast Asia, l'eports that China
feels gravely threatened by U.S.
escalations in Indochina.
In a cabled report to the
lllllllilll!lllllliiii!IIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillllllllllllllillllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllilll

News Analysis
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Guardia11, a New York-based
newsweekly, Burchett says
"President Nixon will be making
the gravest mistake of his life if he
ignores the significance of Premier
Chou Enlai's recent visit to the
Democratic Republic of
Vietnam."
"The strongest impression of
my first few days aftm· arriving
here is that the Chinese Peoples'
Repul,lic is extl·emely serious in
its support of ·the Indochinese
Peoples and is doing its best to
make this clear to Washington,"
Burchett reports.
The composition of the
Tue~dov.

I

police were called three times to
"Another of the major
stop the show. The police refused problems we face in America
and the show contimwd.
today is basically, undermining
In a press re}east' ab<.mt thP the young people in America who
show! an exp}anatJon was !.".,i;G< f~:'"'"¥,.,....>: anarchy all the time but
peop <' wantmg the sh?':"' stopped, don't realize," he said. "We are
Government Anarc!lY IS a senous trying to reproduce in an hour or
attemf!t to wed a :"'Ide llSso~tment so, what is happening."
of VIsual audtal med1!1 to
Becker said audience reactions
enc?u~ter the~tre, and with a to the show range from utter
topic hke officmllawleMness, the outrage to confusion to "Wow."
resu~~ can be outrageous ... and "Some people get uptight at the
was.
media while others are interested
In the New York thow, the and get moved by it."
actor~ were ~embers of ~everal
Becker said he wants today's
pro~m;nt actmg compames .. In audiences restricted to no more
tomghts performanc~, the f1rst than 300 people, and has
campus tour, thlo' Ch1cken Soup requested a certain group of
performers ':"'ill ?e "local talent" people, including local lawyers,
from the Umvers1ty.
.
invited with the rest be admitted
T?e sho\~ us~s a ~arlet~ of on a first come first seated basis.
media machmes mcludmg shdes,
'
movies, lights, animation, tapes,
television and theatre all of which
are synchronized to move from a
depiction of one phase of the
evolution of a police state in
America to another, the program
said.
Becker said there are five films J
going at one time with six or 1
seven sound effects.
~
''The main governmental
problem we are experiencing n
nowadays is an official anarchy- W
violations by official in
performance of duty," said ,.

Liberalized grade regulations,
recently been approved by the
UNM faculty, will take effect
after this semester.
A new policy allowing students
to drop or withdraw from a
course any time before the
twelfth week of the semester will
probably have the greatest impact,
said Robert Weaver, assistant
registrar.
The new policy assigns a grade
of "W" to any course dropped
before the twelfth we!o'k
providing a student is passing that
course and meets the University
regulations concerning student
dishonesty.
"It seems obvious to me," said
Weaver, that the automatic "W"
~ill have the greatest impact,
simply because of tens of
thousands of students who drop
courses each semester." He
termed the new policy "a real
liberalization," saying that
"students won't feel under so
much pressure."
He pointed out, however, that
the new drop policy, along with
other new grade regulations, has
some "potentially bad
implications." "A student may
feel uncertain about a course and
take a 'W' when he has a perfectly
good passing grade."
The second most important
change in grading, said Weaver, is
a new policy which allows a
student to let an incomplete btradlo'
(I) remain on record. By the
present system, the "I" reverts to
"F" if not removed by the end of
the semester following that in
which a student received the "I",
or at the end of four semesters if
the student does not re-enroll
immediately.
Weaver said the new regulation
will help many, but "can be
misused." A person has to make
up the course under the present
system but now he may decide to
let the "I" stand, "delaying
progress toward his degree."
Another new grade policy of
importance allows a student to

<
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high·levcl Chinese delegation and
the joint Chinese- Vietnamese
communique in themselves
comprise a stronger warning than
China issued before its volunteers
lo'ntered Korea 20 years agn. This
time China is not using diplomatic
channels but instead is making its
position ki1own publicly so there
will be no mistaking its stand.
In the communique, Pl'emier
Chou Enlai pledged, "If American
imperialism continues its
extensio11 of the war of aggression
in Indochina, the Chin£>se people
will have the resolution to take all
necessa!'y measures. They will not
even hesitate to make the greatest
national sacrifices for supporting
and aiding by all their forces the
Vietnamese people and other
Indochinese peoples pursuing
their fight t111til complete victory
oveJ• the Americau agg1·essors ... "
Burchett reports in the
Guardian China suspects Nixon of
plotting to use nuclear weapons in
Indochina, thus giving added
significance to Chinese to the
United States.
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Education

"This is what education is all about," said Jim Gambone as he
lectured to an educational foundations class on the Mall.
Gambone invited the crowd of onlookers to "sit in on the class
any time" since he would hold his lectures on the Mall for the rest of
the semester. Gambone spoke to his registered pupils and about 75
students who sat on benches or just stood around listening.
Dogs, bicycles and people walking by didn't seem to disrupt the
class in its unusual location.

